Analysis of RNA motifs.
RNA motifs are directed and ordered stacked arrays of non-Watson-Crick base pairs forming distinctive foldings of the phosphodiester backbones of the interacting RNA strands. They correspond to the 'loops' - hairpin, internal and junction - that intersperse the Watson-Crick two-dimensional helices as seen in two-dimensional representations of RNA structure. RNA motifs mediate the specific interactions that induce the compact folding of complex RNAs. RNA motifs also constitute specific protein or ligand binding sites. A given motif is characterized by all the sequences that fold into essentially identical three-dimensional structures with the same ordered array of isosteric non-Watson-Crick base pairs. It is therefore crucial, when analyzing a three-dimensional RNA structure in order to identify and compare motifs, to first classify its non-Watson-Crick base pairs geometrically.